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Q: What will you accomplish here during your first 90 Days? Want to know what kind of questions are asked?
Your big day is just around the corner. Verbal and written communication skills should be proficient. You'll
need it each time you apply for a job or update your profile. Don't be arrogant. Video Trying to crack an
interview? Your qualifications are a match to our needs and your resume is impressive. The test has a tight
time frame with 37 questions to be completed in 12 minutes. The relevant information to evaluate each
statement needs to be located first in one of the texts each time. In this round, some questions are asked like
introduce yourself, would you like to relocate etc. Some sample questions are asked in aptitude test, 1.
Technical section questions are based on C language and some basic computer questions. Do not mention the
technologies which you don't have any idea about it. Technical Interview 4. Documents Required for
Interview Candidates are supposed to bear the following documents during the Dell Campus Drive: The latest
updated Resume Recent two passport size photos Mark Sheets of candidates all through the education from
10th to graduation. You need to be very well prepared to answer questions from these subjects. So, be polite
while speaking with others and be a good listener. Verbal Reasoning Test Six texts are given in separate tabs,
from which logical conclusions need to be drawn to answer the questions. Start practising today for your
assessment test with JobTestPrep. Write a program to swap two numbers without using third variable.
Recruiters will use your profile to match your qualifications with present and future job opportunities so we
encourage you to keep your profile up to date. None of the trademark holders is affiliated with JobTestPrep or
this website. Here are a few tips from our talent acquisition advisor on cracking it. You are not expected to
write codes for complex problems but, you should at least be able to think through the logic and convey it to
the interviewer. Verbal ability section includes short reading comprehension passages, basic grammar usage
questions like fill in the blanks, synonyms, antonyms, find the error, vocabulary, sentence ordering etc. How
We Hire New beginnings start here. You will have 12 minutes to answer 49 questions. Here are a few tips
Next big interview coming up? For instance, if you a programmer and struggle with a specific tech skill show
how you resourcefully find materials to boost your skills. The Dell Test Here are several tests that Dell will
administer throughout the hiring process.


